TCA Makeup - Wardrobe Score Sheet
Whiteface___ Auguste___ Tramp___ Senior___ Junior___
MAKEUP DESIGN
SCORE Appropriate to character
1 to 10 Colors attractive and enhance design

TOTAL SCORE _______
Contestant # ____

Judge ______________________

MAKEUP APPLICATION
SCORE Smooth, powered, blended
1 to 10 Coverage appropriate, symmetrical

Nose design is appropriate

Lines sharp, follows conture of face

Design not too busy

Pleasing to the eye

Comments:

WARDROBE
SCORE Appropriate to character
1 to 10 Costume/makeup are coordinated
Accessories (gloves, shoes, socks) match
Wig or cover is appropriate
Accents/trim appropriate
Comments:

Overall comments (REQUIRED):

Comments:

PERFORMANCE
SCORE Appropriate for costume and makeup
1 to 10 Well executed
Props, music, scenery set mood
Audience response
Comments:

TCA Skit Score Sheet
Single ___ Group___ Skit Name______________________
SKIT
SCORE Skit seemed well planned
1 to 10 Skit was original or a new twist of old one

TOTAL SCORE ___________
Contestant # ____

Judge ______________________

PERFORMANCE
SCORE Involved all clowns
1 to 10 Pace, timing, and projection were good

Definite beginning -set the scene

Clown's behavior was professional / appropriate

Definite middle - developed the scene

Parts were well performed

Had good blow off(s)

Performance was appropriate for the audience

Comments:

WARDROBE and CHARACTERS
SCORE Costume and characters matched
1 to 10 Costume/makeup contributed to the roles
Clowns remaines in character
Comments:

Overall comments (REQUIRED):

Comments:

PROPS and MUSIC
SCORE Props, music, scenery appropriate, set mood
1 to 10 Props / music was good quality
Props / music was efective
Comments:

TCA Balloon Score Sheet
Single ___ Multiple___ Arrangement ___
TECHNICAL EXECUTION
SCORE Knots not showing that shouldn't
1 to 10 Bubbles symmetrical, in proportion / even

TOTAL SCORE___________
Contestant # ____

Judge ______________________

ASTHETIC APPEAL
SCORE Arrangement pleasing to the eye
1 to 10 Arrangement has appropriate colors

Bubbles not deflated or popped

Artwork improved the piece

Quality, detail, & craftsmanship all good

It resembles the intended object(s)

Comments:

ORIGINALITY
SCORE Original design or new twist of old one
1 to 10 Novel technique
Innovative concept
Degree of complexity
Comments:

Overall comments (REQUIRED):

Comments:

OVERALL APPEAL
SCORE Cuteness
1 to 10 Charm
Artistic effort
Arrangement stays together
Comments:

TCA Paradeability Score Sheet
Single ___ Group___
PARADEABILITY

TOTAL SCORE___________
Contestant # ____

Judge ______________________

PERFORMANCE

SCORE Presentation was well thought out/planned

SCORE Projection good / well performed

1 to 10 Presentation appropriate for parade

1 to 10 Good crowd appeal (laughter)

Presentation showed good taste

Crowd treated with respect by clown(s)

Presentation was safe

Presentation demonstrated twice in 1 minute

Comments:

MAKEUP/WARDROBE/CHARACTER
SCORE Character appropriate for presentation
1 to 10 Makeup appropriate for presentation
Costumes were appropriate to presentation
Comments:

Overall comments (REQUIRED):

Comments:

ORIGINALITY
SCORE Presentation showed originality/new twist
1 to 10 Prop was original/appropriate to presentation
Presentation was unique
Comments:

TCA Performance Score Sheet
Single ___ Group___ Skit Name______________________

TOTAL SCORE_______________
Contestant # ____

PERFORMANCE (A Title)

Judge ______________________

PERFORMANCE

SCORE Performance original or Twist of old one

SCORE

Well performed

1 to 10

1 to 10

Pace, timing, projection good

Performance well thought out/planned
Performance acceptable (clean/decent)

Comments:

Clowns remained in charcter
Comments:

WARDROBE and CHARACTERS

PROPS and MUSIC
Prop, music,scenery appropriate, set mood
Props/music good quality
Props/music effective

SCORE Costume and Chracters matched
1 to 10 Costume/makeup contribured to roles
Clown(s) remained in character

SCORE
1 to 10

Comments:

Comments:

Overall comments (REQUIRED):

Contestant Number __________

Judge ______________________

Face Painting Competition
Cheek Art

-

Full Face

(Circle one)

Judges: Please base your opinions of each design according to the following questions / guidelines in each category, for a possible
total score of 30 points. Using a 10 point scale in each section of the score sheet, with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest
possible score per category, score the competitors’ design in each of the following three categories:

Originality:
1. Is the design fresh, new, and different or has this design, or something very similar to it, been done often by others?
2. Is the design a “new twist” on an old idea or is it commonplace and ordinary?
4. Did the competitor select the proper materials to enhance the creativity of the design (example: flat finish versus metallic
paint, glitter versus no glitter, gems or feathers versus no gems or feathers).
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(Circle one score)

Creativity:
1. Is the design artistic and creative?
2. Does the design suggest that care was taken when choosing to paint this particular design?
3. Did the competitor take the model’s bone structure and facial features into consideration when choosing this design (does
the design work well with the model’s face)?
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(Circle one score)

Difficulty of Design / Technique:
1. Is the design detailed, properly scaled / proportioned?
2. Has the competitor added detail that shows depth and dimension?
3. Are the lines crisp and clean?
4. Has shading been added?
5. Is the blending smooth?
6. If embellishments were added, (gems, feathers, glitter) did this add to or detract from the overall design?
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COMMENTS:
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